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anakin instructs padm to hide on dagobah until
he returns, revealing that they are now married.
padm's parents—the naboo queen and anakin's
uncle, queen amidala, and anakin's father, mace

windu—relate the conflict to her, and she
decides to participate in the clone wars with her
people. anakin prepares to take part in the war
as well, despite the misgivings of obi-wan, but

padm encourages him. however, without
amidala, anakin encounters resistance from obi-
wan, who begins to doubt the choice they made

and the responsibility they bear in the war.
anakin is assigned to the 6th legion to replace
qui-gon, but learns that he is to be deployed to

geonosis under the command of dooku. when he
confronts obi-wan, he is unable to talk to him

and is attacked by his jedi master. as anakin is
taken to geonosis, he distracts the guards by
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climbing the door and approaches the jedi. he
reveals that he is anakin skywalker and tells obi-
wan that he is the son of anakin skywalker who
left him on naboo, but he keeps his identity a
secret. obi-wan demands that he leave, but

anakin tries to force him to understand, asking if
he has been fighting the separatists. obi-wan
says that it is not about the war, but anakin

refuses to admit that obi-wan's fears are valid.
as dooku attacks anakin, obi-wan intervenes

and kills the sith. in the wake of the explosion,
mace windu and yoda lead a fleet of republic
starfighters to stop the trade federation from

taking control of the planet, while amidala and
anakin fly to naboo to stop count dooku from

launching a more powerful weapon. on
geonosis, anakin encounters queen amidala and

defeats the droid general, who explains that
dooku's weapon is an interdictor that can attack
an area thousands of kilometers away. however,
anakin destroys the weapon and asks amidala

to help him develop his new lightsaber. he
enters the geonosian hangar and encounters obi-
wan again, who is mortally wounded, and leaves

with him to the lower hangar.
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weve spent so long trying to create the perfect
star wars videogame that instead we’ve just
come up with an interstellar videogame . the
story is the same, the systems work, but the

planets and sights are totally different. its really
a game version of the tv shows lost in space and

v, with its own visual take that lets you fly off
into the galaxy and explore without the need for

a tank. david braben was a game developer
before he made alien resurrection and frontier:
first contact and he shows it. his crafty, unique
games like battlestar galactica: razor and no
more heroes influenced just as many modern

games as lucasarts did, and his games are some
of my favorite games. its easy to forget that

some movies were made for kids, but the
empire strikes back is a perfect example of this.
the forces of good are terrible, and yet they are
betrayed from within by their most trusted ally.
its a twist on the standard star wars plot that

reminds us all that even those we think we trust
can be untrustworthy. and its also a reminder
that no matter who wins the war, the bad guys
will probably end up looking pretty good next to

them. portal 1 is a great game, but parts of it
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are a little tough to pick up and play. that was
always going to be the case with a game that
was designed before minecraft became a hit,

but the games current look was basically stuck
back to its roots while the visuals of minecraft
could do anything that appealed to players.

when you complete a level in story mode, you
can then play it again in free play mode, but
with some difficulty adjustments and a few

extras unlocked. story mode is divided into ten
levels called acts, which occur in order of the

time midichlorians cycle, usually around five to
six seconds in length. the first act takes the

player from beginning to end, with the next act
containing set-pieces and some of the bosses
along the way. there are seven set-pieces to
master between acts and each set-piece is a

different challenge. some of the set-pieces are
simple: such as breaking boxes and time-
consuming puzzles. others are a bit more

complex, such as escape from the lava fields. as
well as set-pieces, there are also a few

additional extras to collect, in minikits and
power bricks. once you complete all the levels in

story mode, you can play through the entire
game in free play mode, and unlocked all the
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extras. there are eleven easy levels to play,
eleven medium ones, and eleven hard levels.

each difficulty setting has its own language line
that has been recorded in english, spanish,
french, italian, german, and japanese. these

lines can be selected as you start a new game.
you can also unlock an alternate ending that is
rendered in japanese as well as two male and
two female facial expressions. in the complete
saga, the player can also choose to play as a

clone. there are twenty levels in story mode, as
well as an added gba version exclusive to the

game boy advance. 5ec8ef588b
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